
DreamKuts Repair Steps (Please see following pages for pictures)

Picture #1 - Start by lifting the rear blade channel cover. (Bring your self-centering guides to the 4” marks). Use a soft
sharp tool.

Picture #2 - Continue to snap out blade cover.

Picture #3 - Continue to snap out blade cover. (With your tool, push back enough to clear the internal plastic tab).

Picture #4 - Remove blade cover entirely.

Picture #5 - You must first make sure that you are viewing the machine from the proper angle.  The Zutter logo must
be facing you and the turning handle must be on the right hand side of the machine.  The object is to push blade A to
the left forcing it to jump blade B so that it stays on the left side of blade B (once blade A jumps over blade B it will
stay in place).

Picture #6 - Important point on this picture is where to place the screwdriver when pushing blade A.  Once you place
your screwdriver in the proper location you will note that by pushing the blade with the screwdriver to the left,  the
spring contracting and retracting, you are doing everything correctly. Continue to push with the screwdriver vigorously
until you force blade A to jump over blade B.

Picture #7 - Your end result when you have done it correctly. You will note that blade A is now resting on the left side
of blade B.

Picture #8 – If you find that you are not able to push blade A to the left side of blade B, we suggest inserting the
handle part of a wooden spoon. This will help you to have leverage in pushing the rod that holds blade B slightly
forward a tiny bit to allow blade A to jump over to the left side of blade B.

Picture #9 – Again please note that the object is to push blade A to the left of blade B.

Picture #10 – With your left hand resting on the body of the machine, bring your wooden spoon forward (torque the
two rods apart a tiny bit). With your right hand having the screwdriver in the exact blade A point, you can easily push
blade A over to the left of blade B.

Picture #11 – A top view of your left hand bringing the wooden spoon forward while your right hand pushes blade A
to the left. Always be sure that you are facing the machine properly. You are facing the Zutter logo. The turn handle is
on the right hand side.

Picture #12 - Proceed by replacing blade cover.

Picture #13 - You will note blade cover guide fitting tabs.

Picture #14 - Continue to replace blade cover.

Picture #15 - With a soft tool, work the blade cover tab to fit back in place. You are now finished.

Please note that the only way that the DreamKuts blades will snap out of position is if it is misused by attempting to cut
chipboard or multiple cardstock sheets of paper.

DreamKuts is designed to give you a trouble free lifetime of cutting capability (with self sharpening blades) provided
that the machine is used according to its design. (Remember 1 sheet of cardstock at a time, never attempt to cut
chipboard, maximum cutting capability is 180 lb weight cardstock).

If you are still having problems, please contact Zutter Innovative Products (949) 643-9526.








